The Dramm 3 tank FertiCart allows for three different stock solutions to be used with a single injector and cart. Three independent 7 gallon tanks ride on the same, durable, vinyl-coated frame as our standard FertiCart. Selecting the source tank is as simple as turning ball valves.

Each tank is plumbed to include an isolation valve and a drain from the bottom. As with all FertiCarts, all the plumbing, including a 200 mesh filter and a backflow prevention check valve is included. The unit is finished with unions below the injector to allow for easy assembly and disassembly. The FertiCart comes standard with solid rubber wheels and casters, but can be upgraded with our BigFoot wheel kit to include 15” pneumatic turf tires and pneumatic casters.

**Specifications**

Tank size - 3 x 7 gallon  
Fits Dosatron™ D14 injector  
Dimensions- L: 38” W: 21” H: 48”  

Hose hook on rear of unit  
Vinyl coated steel frame